10 Seconds

20 Seconds

5 Years / 2000 hours

3 Years or 5 years / 1000 hours
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QUALITY, CONSTRUCTION, RELIABILITY
By weight, KOHLER residential generator sets are up to 20% HEAVIER than many competing
brands… WHY?

COMMERCIAL-GRADE ENGINES
KOHLER engines are physically larger and stronger than competing brands. These engines are
also used in heavy-duty, commercial lawn equipment, so are not built simply for periodic,
“standby” use - they are built to RUN, continuously, under full-load operating conditions.
And every KOHLER engine is factory tested for 30 minutes on a dynamometer.
OIL CAPACITY
KOHLER engines have up to 12% more engine oil capacity than other brands.
More oil = more flow = more cooling = more run time and engine life.
No “Break-In” oil change is required for KOHLER engines.
HYDRAULIC LIFTERS
There is no need to adjust valve lash on KOHLER engines.
SOLID, DIRECT DRIVE ENGINE-ALTERNATOR SET
KOHLER alternators are heavier and larger than competing brands, and use ALL COPPER versus
less expensive, lighter-duty copper/aluminum alternators.
WARRANTY
FIVE (5) year / 2000 hours – the best in the business, as expected.

Why this commitment to heavy-duty construction?
Industrial grade engines and alternators mean unmatched PERFORMANCE…
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PERFORMANCE

POWER
KOHLER generators provide the fastest response and highest MAX power in the industry, period.
POWER Quality
Perhaps even more important than total power is Power Quality or “Clean Power”. Your
expensive and sensitive electronics and digital equipment do not like even minor variations in
electrical frequency or voltage.
Those heavy KOHLER engines and alternators maintain rated voltage and frequency within LESS
THAN 1.0% variation, even as your power demand changes.
That’s plenty “Clean” for today’s connected world.
Competing brands allow variations in voltage and frequency that can be nearly 9 TIMES higher,
which can put your electronics and your “smart home” at risk.
ATTRACTIVE and QUIET
Heavy construction and performance DO NOT mean “heavy” noise or appearance - Far from it.
KOHLER’s residential generators are compact, with a clean, attractive residential appearance, and
are housed in corrosion-proof (14 & 20kW models) enclosures that ensure years of good looks.
And KOHLER generators are not only the most powerful; they are also the most QUIET.
For our most popular sizes, sound levels vary from 61 dBA to 69 dBA, 23 feet from the generator
in any direction. For comparison, typical A/C units today run between 65-72 dBA at 23 feet.

Quality, construction, and performance mean… loyalty from the most trustworthy and
DEMANDING CUSTOMERS…
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Demanding Customers

CRITICAL NEEDS
Hospitals, Nuclear Power Plants, The National Weather Service, The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and our nation’s Airports all trust KOHLER generators.

HOME DEPOT
The Home Depot sells many different products from many different manufacturers, including
generators. But every Home Depot store is backed up by a KOHLER generator.

CONSUMER REPORTS MAGAZINE and ON-LINE REVIEWS
Consult these for many other, 3rd party impressions of KOHLER and other brands.

Do your research…
Large businesses and airports that can’t afford to lose power, weather stations entrusted with
emergency notification, hospitals entrusted to save lives, independent rating agencies and
consumers … all trust
.
Whose generator do you trust?

